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STATEMENT OF ORIG INALITY   
 

My involvement in neuromodulation began earlier this year, when I commenced my 

Master degree in Clinical Neuroscience at University College London at the National 

Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery.  During the first term, I completed a project on 

the role of the cerebellum in Gilles de la Tourette Syndrome (GTS) symptomology and the 

implications for potentially using brain stimulation techniques as therapy.  The project 

served to expand my interest in neuromodulation techniques as a method of investigation 

as well as to reinforce my desire to become a physician who will conduct research with a 

clear clinical objective applicable to her patients.  This project functioned as a precursor for 

my current research project in neuromodulation, which looks at differences in learning and 

plasticity functions between healthy controls and GTS patients, a thesis I am developing in a 

small team at the Sobell Department for Motor Neuroscience.       

Following my current work in neuromodulation and neurophysiology, the intent of 

this original dissertation is to discuss a potential functional cerebellar role for GTS 

symptoms, including motor tics and associated cognitive deficits, so as to consider a 

potential intervention targeting underlying circuits.  My future in clinical training and 

interest in patient management establishes a second objective for this work, which is to 

explore potential clinical treatments for this neuropsychiatric disorder using indirect or 

direct stimulation.  Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) can increase / decrease 

neuronal excitability and produce long lasting effects on plasticity.  tDCS devices are easy to 

use and apply, as the machine itself consists of a stimulator connected to a sponge that is 

then directly applied over the target area.    

 Since a fair proportion of GTS patients are either resistant to many treatment 

options (such as pharmaceuticals) or experience side effects from medication and, as a 

result, are searching for an effective and safe alternative to their current therapy, tDCS 

can potentially offer an alternative option once strategic target structures are taken into 

consideration.  The cerebellum is both a structure that can be easily accessed by tDCS as 

well as a strategic target, as more than fifty percent of CNS neurons reside here.  

Consequently, the cerebellum is rendered both an available and strategic structure for 

stimulation techniques such as direct and trans magnetic stimulation (TMS).  

The role of the cerebellum in learning and plasticity process renders it a strategic 

and valuable structure to study when investigating potential treatment options for 

neuropsychiatric disorders such as GTS.  The existing literature offers both evidence 

supporting the role of the cerebellum in GTS and the effectiveness of stimulation 

techniques as potential therapy for the disorder.  As a neuroscientist and future clinician, it 

is of personal interest to invest my time in research with translational potential.  I believe 

that investigating the physiological underpinnings of cerebral circuits with brain stimulation 

techniques will allow application of neuromodulation to target and modify aberrant 

excitability underlying symptoms of GTS.  It is my objective to use my future clinical training 

to apply investigative findings to the development of potential treatments for 

neuropsychiatric disorders, specifically GTS.   
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INTRODUCTION  
 

The interaction of the cerebellum with other cerebral regions, as well as its own 

discrete functions, presents it as a structure of growing interest in neuropsychiatry.  Yet, 

the cerebellum’s importance to neuropsychiatric disorders has often been debated (Gillig & 

Sanders, 2010; Konarski et al., 2005). Schizophrenia provides an example of a disease 

where investigations often disregard the role of the cerebellum.  For many years, 

schizophrenia was thought to be a disorder primarily affecting the cerebrum (Andreasen & 

Pierson, 2008).  Impairments in excitatory/inhibitory tone in the cerebellum for patients, 

however, now implies that the structure may be involved in cognitive impairments 

(Andreasen & Pierson, 2008).  Studies looking at the cellular level of dysfunction have 

found abnormalities in regional distribution of cerebellar synaptic proteins in schizophrenic 

brains (Eastwood et al., 2001).  

Since the neocerebellar region contains broadly distributed relays to the cerebral 

neocortex, and has been shown to have deviations in synaptic proteins, impairments in 

cognition potentially result from an inability to assimilate information and relay appropriate 

output signals to the cerebral cortex. Examples of such disorganization can be taken from 

auditory hallucinations (Andreasen, 1999; Andreasen et al., 1999; Andreasen et al.,1998).  

Yet, evidence for cerebellar abnormalities in schizophrenia is rather recent and is 

substantially less than evidence from other brain regions.  Schizophrenia, however, also 

illustrates how the cerebellum has a more central and substantial role in the manifestation 

of symptomology of the disorder than previously contemplated, a role that could also be 

considered for other neuropsychiatric disorders, specifically Gilles de la Tourette Syndrome 

(GTS). 

The manifestation of GTS symptoms can potentially be considered to involve motor 

aspects and properties of cognition.  Studies show that the cerebellum is involved in motor 

(Hoppenbrouwers et al., 2008) and cognitive (Aasen et al., 2005; Eyler et al., 2004; Kiehl 

et al., 2005) impairments. Lesion studies have identified the role of the cerebellum in 

facilitation of cognition (Akshoomoff & Courchesne, 1992; Fiez et al., 1995; Keele & Ivry, 

1990).  Furthermore, lesions to the cerebellum indicate that it is involved in associative 

learning, as observed during eye blink conditioning (Attwell et al., 2002). The spontaneous 

and involuntary execution of movements, such as eye blinking in the case of motor tics, 

suggests motor learning dysfunctions. Additionally, the attention problems related to 

comorbid GTS and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) implies an involvement of 

cognitive faculties. The question is raised then as to potential neurophysiological 

motivations underlying GTS symptomology.   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



  

CEREBELLUM AS A LEARNING DEVICE  

Motor tics are a principal symptom of GTS and can be sudden, brief and 

meaningless movements (simple motor tics).  In some patients, tics may develop over time 

into sudden, more purposeful, longer duration movements (complex motor tics) (Leckman 

& Cohen, 1999).  The underlying pathology of tics in GTS has not been fully elucidated, 

although the basal ganglia (BG) is known to be associated with these abnormal movements 

(Albin & Mink, 2006; Mink, 2001; Peterson, 2001), with dysfunctional GABA-ergic 

networks as one of the proposed pathologies (Kalanithi et al., 2005; Kataoka et al., 2010).  

Neuroimaging studies, however, have shown evidence for the role of the cerebellum in the 

pathogenesis of GTS  (Bohlhalter et al., 2006; Lerner et al., 2007; Tobe et al., 2010; 

Pourfar et al., 2011).   

Although the specific contribution of the cerebellum to this reciprocal network with 

the BG is not known, proposals as to the dysfunctional GABA-ergic networks underlying 

GTS pathology have been suggested (Lerner et al., 2012).  As a mediator of inhibitory 

neurotransmission used principally by Purkinje cells (Nolte, 2002), GABA suppresses 

neuron firing by preventing excitatory influences of depolarization in the post-synaptic 

membrane (Alberts et al., 2012).  As the main inhibitory system in the CNS, GABA-ergic 

neurons have a crucial role in modulation of chemical signalling (Alberts et al., 2012).  

Since Purkinje cells provide output from the cerebellum (Nolte, 2002), decrease in Purkinje 

cells could lead to decrease in cerebellar inhibitory output and modulation.  

 Abnormalities affecting cerebral morphology can alter the function of brain 

structures implicated in GTS, such as the cerebellum (Lerner et al., 2012).  Magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) has shown changes in morphology of the cerebellum, with 

reduced volumes in crus I and lobules VI, VIIB and VIIIA for GTS patients, with greater 

volume reduction correlating to greater severity of tic symptoms.  Reduction of volume 

implies that the structure has a prominent role in the generation of tics (Tobe et al., 2010), 

an implication that is supported by tracing studies.  

 These studies complete neurochemical characterization of specific neuronal 

pathways via axonal transport of tracers (Oztas, 2003) and have shown regional 

connectivity of Purkinje cells to primary motor cortices (Kelly & Strick, 2003).  Decrease in 

volume, and potential accompanying loss of Purkinje cells, would disrupt corticocerebellar 

regulatory loops, increasing excitability of motor circuits, as shown specifically via the 

correlation to severity of tics (Tobe et al., 2010).   Since the motor cortex is the final output 

stage before execution of movement, and is connected via the cortico-striatal-thalamo- 

network known to function abnormally in GTS, a greater severity of symptoms occurs. 

Motor tics result, possibly, due to an increase in excitation of cortical target areas (Tobe et 

al., 2010).  

Abnormal excitability of the motor cortex via the cerebellum could be expected to 

cause motor tics possibly due to aberrations in certain structures of participating circuits.  

For example, the sub-thalamic nucleus, which receives input from the primary motor 

cortex, has disynaptic projections to the cerebellar cortex, and integrates BG cerebellar 

functions (Bostan & Strick, 2010).  The di-synaptic projections from the sub-thalamic 
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nucleus to the cerebellum connect the structure to the cortico-striatal-thalamo network.  

Clusters of striatal neurons (matrisomes), once abnormally activated, lead to inhibition of 

the internal globus pallidis (GPi) or substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNpr) that would 

normally supress unwanted movement.  Inhibition of the GPi or SNpr could cause 

disinhibition of the brainstem circuit, producing tics (Mink, 2001).  

This process of aberrant circuit activity potentially also underlies mechanisms of 

plastic changes crucial for functions such as learning (Hallett & Chokroverty, 2005).  

Paired associative stimulation (PAS) is a method used to study synaptic plasticity of the 

motor cortex and involves repeated pairs of electrical stimulation to the median nerve in 

conjunction with transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS).  If the interval between both 

stimuli falls in the range of 21-25 milliseconds (ms), corticospinal activity is increased via 

long term potentiation (LTP) in the primary motor cortex.  It has been observed that the 

modulation of cerebellar activity using transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) can 

abolish associative plasticity in the motor cortex induced by PAS, indicating that the PAS 

effect, and associative plasticity, is dependent on cerebellar activity (Hamada et al., 2012).   

Pathologically affected activity of the cerebellum, such as that suggested to occur 

in GTS as a result of Purkinje cell loss induced by volume change, would present 

consequences to cerebellar modulation of plasticity.  One possible effect could be 

hypoactivation of the cerebellum, leading to a lack of opposition to LTP and producing 

alternative patterns of motor learning.  Specific dysfunctions in learning could include 

overlearning of abnormal associations, a product of aberrant cerebellar functioning 

(Leckman & Cohen, 1999), specifically in this proposal, a potential product of excessive 

LTP.  When considering the involuntary and recurrent nature of tics (Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition: DSM-IV-TR®, 2000) as a potential 

manifestation of overlearned patterns (memories), the question of the role of the 

dysfunctional cerebellum in these movements (tics) arises.    

Specific learning pathways potentially involved in the reoccurrence of motor tics 

are also present in semi-reflexive motor learning involving the cerebellar cortex (Anderson 

& Steinmetz, 1994), deep cerebellar interpositus nucleus (Delgado-García & Gruart, 

2002) and various brainstem nuclei (Raymond, Lisberger, & Mauk, 1996).  Clinical 

observations report parents noting that their children’s vocal tic symptoms often initiate 

with throat clearing or other cold related behaviour and persist after the cold subsides, as 

if normal behaviour repertoire related to the cold had been overlearned.  Many motor tics, 

such as eye blinking and neck turning, are only abnormal and different from regular motor 

movements due to the intensity of reoccurrence and frequency (Leckman & Cohen, 1999).  

The previously proposed increase in excitability of motor circuits due to volume change in 

the cerebellum (Tobe et al., 2010), and the observed repetition of motor tics, suggests an 

overlearning of these motor actions in GTS patients.  Overlearning of these motor 

movements implies similarities to learning processes of other rapid and involuntary 

behaviours, such as reflexive eyeblink conditioning (Leckman & Cohen, 1999), a basic 

learning mechanism mediated by the cerebellum (Logan & Grafton, 1995; Molchan et al., 

1994; Thompson, 1990; Yeo, 1991).   
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Certain cells in the cerebellum have been shown to undergo learning induced 

changes during this conditioning.  Purkinje cells in the cortex of the cerebellum appear to 

decrease their activity (Thompson, 1990) while those in the interpositus nucleus seem to 

do the inverse (Berthier & Moore, 1990).  This functional activity is consistent with the 

anatomical inhibitory projections from the cerebellar cortex to the interpositus nucleus 

(Kim, 1997).  Both the cerebellar cortex and interpositus nucleus receive information 

concerning the conditioned stimuli (CS) and unconditioned stimuli (US) of the eyeblink reflex 

and, therefore, both are capable of reinforcing associative learning (Kim, 1997) via 

processes of long term potentiation (LTP) (Racine et al., 1986) and long term depression 

(LTD) (Ito, 1989).  

The observed changes in volume reported by neuroimaging studies (Hong et al., 

2002; Tobe et al., 2010) and the associated reported increases in tic severity as a result 

of increased excitability of motor circuits (Tobe et al., 2010), can potentially be correlated 

to the aforementioned postulated lack of specific parts of the learning mechanism as a 

result of a possible loss of Purkinje cells (Tobe et al., 2010).  LTD for example could result 

from strong synaptic stimulation in cerebellar Purkinje cells.  If Purkinje cells are lost as a 

result of volume decrease, a subsequent decrease in LTD would lead to a deficient 

opposition to LTP (Churchland & Sejnowski, 1992).  It must be mentioned, however, that it 

is not known whether volume changes cause abnormalities in synaptic activity or if volume 

changes reflect compensatory changes induced by intrinsic abnormalities in cellular 

excitability.   

As previously mentioned, cerebellar LTD might serve as a ‘forgetting mechanism’ 

for information stored by increases in synaptic strength (Tsumoto, 1993), leading to a 

reoccurrence and presence of tics that can possibly be considered an overlearning of 

certain motor movements due to the lack of modulation of synaptic efficacy in learning.  

Loss of this form of plasticity would lead to an increase in synaptic strength (Purves et al., 

2007) and a potential reinforcement or overlearning of motor movements (tics) in GTS 

patients.      

 

CEREBELLUM IN COGNIT ION 
 

Neuroimaging has demonstrated that the cerebellum has a central role in 

cognition, with activation occurring during a number of mental activities, such as directed 

attention (Allen et al., 1997) and might be considered to be central to certain cognitive 

deficits associated with symptoms observed in GTS (Lerner et al., 2012).  GTS patients can 

be clinically associated with attention deficits (Georgiou et al., 1995) and GTS occurs 

frequently with ADHD (Comings & Comings, 1985; Spencer et al., 1995).  Approximately 

60% of GTS patients may present with ADHD (Channon et al., 1992; Comings, 1990).  

Specific attention deficits including serial addition and block sequence span 

problems (Channon et al., 1992), render attention related symptoms one of the more 

pertinent comorbidity issues for GTS.  Elucidation of the subtle neurocognitive deficits and 

the underlying mechanisms relating to attention have been attempted (Georgiou et al., 

1995).  
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Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has been used to examine the 

cerebellum during attention tasks in the absence and presence of motor response, with 

scans showing that attention activation can occur independently of motor involvement 

(Allen et al., 1997). The results highlight that motor activation requires attention and 

attention itself activates the cerebellum regardless of whether there is visual input or 

motor output present.  The results underline functional independence of cerebellar 

activation by attention, as activation occurs even in the absence of movement.  The 

dissociation is important, as it indicates that the cerebellum is a structure that directly 

influences neurobehavioral functions (Allen et al., 1997), specifically modulation of attention 

(Courchesne et al., 1994).    

The role of the cerebellum in coordination of attention has been proposed as 

involving the neocerebellum (Courchesne et al., 1994), with deficits arising with lesions to 

the posterior lobule and lobules VI, VII (neocerebellum) (Schmahmann & Sherman, 1997).   

It has been observed that patients with autism exhibit impairments in attention (Kanner, 

1968).  Dysfunction at the level of the cerebellum in regards to attention would potentially 

prevent disengagement from one source to another, a task that requires quick and 

accurate alterations in patterns of neural response to sensory signals (Posner & Petersen, 

1990; Posner et al., 1984).   

Theories of cerebellar contribution to mental focus of attention have been tested by 

using cues at unpredictable time intervals to direct patients to voluntarily shift attention 

between auditory and visual stimuli.  Patients with autism, another developmental disorder 

sharing symptoms that occur in GTS, show an inability to accurately shift attention rapidly, 

yet, when granted more time to complete the same task, are able to do so without difficulty.  

The results are similar to cerebellar lesion patients, whom also require several additional 

seconds to successively shift attention (Akshoomoff & Courchesne, 1992).  In contrast, 

normal adults require much less time to accurately alternate between presentations 

(Sperling & Reeves, 1980; Weichselgartner & Sperling, 1987).  Therefore, neural 

pathology in both these groups of patients appears to prevent optimal execution of shifts of 

attention, but not completely impede performance of attention shifts, an indication that the 

inability to optimally shift focus between stimuli is not a result of motor control problems, as 

the patients are able to perform the task accurately when given more time (Courchesne et 

al., 1994).    

Additionally, volume reductions in vermal lobules VI-VII have been observed in 

autistic patients (Courchesne et al., 1994) as well as reduction in size of cerebellar 

hemispheres (Gaffney et al., 1987; Murakami et al., 1989).  Furthermore, 

neuropathological findings in autistic patients show Purkinje neuron loss throughout the 

cerebellum, particularly in the same lobules showing volume reduction (Arin et al., 1991). 

The physioanatomical connections with other structures implicated in attention, such as 

the brainstem and thalamus, paired with substantial Purkinje cell loss, could be a 

contributing factor to attention dysfunctions in autism (Courchesne et al., 1994).   

The study by Courchesne et al. serves as physioanatomical evidence of cerebellar 

involvement in attention by stating that the cerebellum has connections to the brainstem, 
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thalamic and parietal systems, all of which have been implicated in the ability to shift 

attention, as shown in studies of patients with focal lesions to the cerebellum (Akshoomoff 

& Courchesne, 1992).  Specifically, the cerebello-thalamo-striato-cortical network appears 

to have a role in attention (Schneider et al., 2006).  Different components of attention 

networks include subcortically located, alerting networks, which include the ascending 

reticular activating system, projecting to the brainstem and thalamus, up to the striatum 

and limbic system to form cortical projections.  These mixed cortical-subcortical networks 

seem to be involved in disengaging attention focus (Schneider et al., 2006).  Event related 

fMRI studies in ADHD patients have shown that patients recruit deviant brain regions for 

the mentioned networks, with more fronto-striatal-insular activation occurring during 

reorientation of attention (Konrad et al., 2006).           

Although the cognitive, anatomical and functional proposals made thus far arise 

from studies and clinical observations in autistic and ADHD patients, MRI scans have 

shown changes in morphology of the cerebellum, with reduced volumes in crus I and 

lobules VI, VIIB and VIIIA for GTS patients, with greater volume reduction correlating to 

greater severity of tic symptoms (Tobe et al., 2010).  Although autism shows reduction in 

volume for lobules of the vermis, whereas GTS shows reduction in volume for lobules of the 

hemispheres, these hemispheric lobules are often considered by a large number of 

cerebellar researchers as lateral extensions of corresponding vermal lobules (Anthoney, 

1993).  Keeping this anatomical consideration in mind, the affected lobules in autism and 

GTS can be considered, under this definition, to be comparable.  Additionally, several 

studies in ADHD have also shown structural abnormalities in the cerebellum (Castellanos 

et al., 2001; Durston et al., 2004; Hill et al., 2003), with volume reductions in the right 

cerebellar hemispheres and vermis reported as correlating to attention problems 

(Castellanos et al., 2002).  Since many GTS patients show comorbidity with ADHD, 

attention deficits in GTS can also be potentially attributed to these morphologic deviations.   

Since autism, ADHD and GTS disturb similar structures, it can be proposed that 

there may be analogous underlying dysfunctions, mainly a loss of Purkinje cells, at the level 

of the cerebellum in respect to attention and might be considered to contribute to 

attention related impairments via the proposed brainstem, thalamic or cortical systems 

connecting to the structure (Posner & Petersen, 1990; Rafal et al., 1988; Rafal & Posner, 

1987; Schneider et al., 2006).  

A speculation could be that selective attention needed for enhancement of relative, 

pertinent signals and attenuation of irrelevant information might be most affected by 

disturbances in the cerebellum.  A function such as this would be most noticed, perhaps, 

for situations requiring rapid, unpredictable and frequent shifts in attention.  Cerebellar 

pathology might not eliminate attention operations completely, but simply dampen their 

ability to operate optimally, as patient performance approached normal reaction times 

(RTs) when given more time (Courchesne et al., 1994).  Suboptimal operation of attention 

functions may be enough to accomplish certain tasks, which may account for such 

problems going unnoticed in certain patients.  
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IMPLICATIONS FOR TREATMENT  
 

Further support for the importance of cerebellar inclusive networks in GTS is found 

in dystonia studies.  Studies conducted in rodents show that projections between the 

cerebellum and BG cause dystonia (McCairn et al., 2013).  Mouse models have shown that 

abnormal activity in the cerebellum alters BG function, leading to dystonic movements. 

Perfusion of Na+ channel blockers in the cerebellum results in generalized dystonia. When 

di-synaptic links between the cerebellum and the BG were severed by lesioning the centro-

lateral nucleus of the thalamus, cerebellar induced dystonia was alleviated, providing 

evidence for the involvement of the cerebellum in mediation of BG activity and generation of 

dystonia (Calderon et al., 2011).     

Mouse models in DYT1 dystonia also support the role of the cerebellum in the 

disorder.  DYT1 carriers exhibit abnormalities in the cerbellothalamocortical (CbTC) motor 

pathways.  Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) tractography analysis of both DYT1 knock-in mice 

and controls show that mutant mice exhibit significant CbTC tract changes in brainstem 

regions linking cerebellar and BG circuits analogous to those in humans.  This provides 

further support for the role of cerebellar brain circuits in dystonia (Uluğ et al., 2011).  

The central role of the cerebellum in dystonia raises the question as to possible 

therapies, such as non-pharmacological neuromodulation.  The effects of DBS directly on 

the cerebellum were observed in dystonia patients, with various cases resulting in dramatic 

improvements (Cooper et al., 1980; Cooper et al., 1982).  Pre and postoperative footage 

of a patient with dystonia in the left hand shows an improvement in gait and grasping.  

Another case shows a patient undergoing stimulation adjustment.  The voltage increase 

causes the tonic contracture of the patient’s hand to alleviate (Hornyak et al., 2001),  

showing the potential effectiveness of this target for dystonia.   

Dystonic symptoms resemble GTS tics in their repetitive and involuntary 

movements.  Dystonic tics in GTS, like movements in dystonia, are relatively slow and 

temporarily persistent actions such as twisting, pulling or squeezing movements.  Studies 

looking at dystonic tics in GTS patients have found oculogyric deviation and dystonic neck 

movements to be the most common.  When compared to patients exhibiting only clonic 

tics, it was found that dystonic tics are indeed typical motor manifestation of GTS and that 

this subgroup of patients does not differ from those with more common clonic tics 

(Jankovic & Stone, 1991).   

This points to potential similarities in their contributing physiological cause, 

specifically the question of dysfunctions in overlearning of abnormal associations (Leckman 

& Cohen, 1999; Ruge et al., 2011).  Potential physiological similarities could support the 

use of neuromodulation as a potential treatment for GTS.  DBS use for movement 

disorders has led to its application as therapy for tic control in GTS (Vandewalle et al., 

1999). The stimulation of the GPi has been shown to be effective for a subgroup of 

patients with severe GTS (Cannon et al., 2012; Houeto et al., 2005), which correlates to 

the structure’s connection to the prefrontal cortex (Yoshida et al., 1996; Middleton et al., 

2002), an area influencing cognition, which, in turn, relates to certain cognitive 
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symptoms in GTS (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition: 

DSM-IV-TR®, 2000).  

However, surgeons have also reported that a variety of dyskinetic movements may 

improve following DBS of the dentate nucleus (Hitchcock 1973).  Since DBS has been 

effective in patients with dystonia when applied to the cerebellum without prior knowledge 

of DBS mechanism, the treatment could possibly be extended to application in the 

cerebellum for GTS patients.  DBS has been successfully applied to GTS patients 

(Ackermans et al., 2011; Okun et al., 2013; Porta et al., 2012; Savica et al., 2012; Visser-

Vandewalle et al., 2003; Welter et al., 2008), with significant improvement in both tics and 

associated behavioural symptoms.  Since these regions form part of cerebellar inclusive 

networks, including the cerbellothalamocortical pathway, therapy could possible include the 

cerebellum itself as a principal target area for stimulation, such as transcranial direct 

current stimulation (tDCS).     

As a non-invasive brain stimulation technique, tDCS could be an effective and safe 

alternative to medication.  Although there are many neuromodualtion techniques, tDCS is a 

relatively low cost, portable and well tolerated method (Coffman et al., 2014).  tDCS has 

been useful in enabling treatments, for example of various neurological disorders (Schlaug 

et al., 2008).  tDCS involves the application of small, non-painful electric currents and can 

be delivered via the use of sponge electrodes soaked in saline solution and delivered 

directly to the cerebellum, located 3 centimetres lateral to the inion (Galea et al., 2011), 

illustrating the easy localization of the cerebellum.  Evidence shows that the cortex 

stimulated by the electrode can become more or less excitable for the period after 

stimulation ends (Liebetanz et al., 2002; Redfearn et al.,1964), with more lasting effects 

implicating LTP and LTD (Liebetanz et al., 2002; Nitsche et al., 2003).   Since tDCS is a 

rather straightforward device to set up (Figure 01) and considering that the cerebellum is 

easily accessible transcranially as a stimulation target, it might be possible to have patients 

modulate cerebellar excitability themselves in the future.                 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

Researching the relation of the cerebellum to different functions would expand 

theories as to the role of the structure in both motor and cognitive domains and provide a 

growing platform from which to evaluate the effectiveness of certain treatments for 

neuropsychiatric disorders. Management of GTS can include pharmaceuticals, yet, patients 

are often resistant to therapy (Robertson, 2000).  Evidence provided in the form of 

mentioned literature establishes the cerebellum as a participant in functions related to 

GTS symptomology.  The motivating role of the cerebellum in functions relating to motor 

and cognitive symptoms presents the possibility of proposing the cerebellum as a potential 

target for stimulation treatment in GTS.   

Keeping a network view of these dysfunctions can aid in understanding the often 

comorbid nature of GTS, a complexity that can be attributed, potentially, to the multiple 

sources of disturbances (Leckman & Cohen, 1999).  Utilizing non-pharmacological 
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neuromodulation techniques to elucidate organization plasticity, adaptation and integration 

of neural activity in circuits participating in abnormal motor and cognitive functions can 

potentially aid in predicting response to medication, establishing new interventions and 

guiding management of therapy options for neuropsychiatric patients.   
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F IGURES 

 
 
FIGURE 01.  TRANSCRANIAL D IRECT CURRENT STIMULATION (TDCS)   

 
tDCS could be an effective and safe alternative to medication.  tDCS is a relatively low cost, 

portable and well tolerated method (Coffman et al., 2014).  The techniques involves the 

application of small, non-painful electric currents and can be delivered via the use of sponge 

electrodes soaked in saline solution and delivered directly to the cerebellum, located 3 

centimetres lateral to the inion (Galea et al., 2011), illustrating the easy localization of the 

cerebellum. 

 

 
 

 
Adapted from Medical Expo: The Medical Online Devices Exhibition (Online) (“TDCS electrical 
stimulator (2 channels) - DC-STIMULATOR - neuroConn,” 2014). doi: 
http://www.medicalexpo.com/prod/neuroconn/tdcs-electrical-stimulators-2-channels-84837-
546637.html   
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